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PX1R RECHARGEABLE PURE BEAM FOCUSING LED TORCH COAPX1R BY

COAST

The PX1R adds a rechargeable element to our popular PX1

model. With our Flex Charge Dual Power system, this light

harnesses either lithium or alkaline power and using a micro

USB. A USB insert on the battery and tail cap allows for the

recharging of the batteries either inside or outside of the

light. Equipped with our Pure Beam Focusing Optic with Twist

Focus, users can shift between a super wide flood beam or

spot mode with transition halo at varying distances and

brightness all controllable with a simple twist. While in flood

mode, the light casts a huge circle of light that is equally

bright across without any dark spots. Then twist it into spot

mode, and the light will reach far downrange with a transition

halo that allows for a large viewing area surrounding the tight

spot beam. Add a reversible clip to either secure in your

pocket or attach to the bill of your hat, and you have ultimate

versatility. With Coast's commitment to quality, the PX1R

Torch is impact resistant, weather resistant and its LED is

virtually unbreakable. The PX1R Torch is backed by Coast's

lifetime warranty against defects in materials and

workmanship. Tested and rated to ANSI/FL1 standards. The

PX1R includes one lithium ion rechargeable battery pack and

one alkaline battery cartridge (with 3 AAA batteries). The

rechargeable battery pack can be charged either inside or

outside the torch, assuring that you're never out of power.

With the AC adapter connected via a USB cable (included),

charging can be done in diverse locations.

High Low

ANSI FL1 (Li Ion)

Lumens 460 50

Beam Distance 155m 50m

Runtime 3h 30mins 14h

SKU Option Part # Price

8725206 COAPX1R $199

Model

Type Torch

SKU 8725206

Part Number COAPX1R

Barcode 015286206282

Brand Coast

Technical - Main

Lumens 460 Lumens

Water Protection Rating IPX4

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 1.48 kg
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ANSI FL1 (Alk)

Lumens 330 40

Beam Distance 130m 40m

Runtime 2h 24h

Warranty:

COAST warranties its knives, tools and LED torches to be free

of defects in materials and workmanship for for the life of the

original purchaser. This warranty does not cover normal wear

and tear, nor damage resulting from misuse or neglect.

Warranty does not cover batteries and charging accessories

(or damage caused by either).
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